SAFETY CODE
TAKE CARE...
Dress Suitably

Some of the locations covered by this trail are quite rough and slippery underfoot and often experience bad weather. Wear a stout pair of boots and take a
waterproof jacket with you.

Be Safe

Check the weather forecast before going into the field and remember that the
discharge of moorland streams can rise very rapidly. The quarry areas also
contain very steep rock faces and grass. Do not attempt to climb these faces
and take extreme care on the adjacent slopes, especially around Black Coppice
Quarry.

Look after the Environment

Although this is a geological trail, there is no need to take a hammer with you.
There are no fossils or minerals which cannot be found on the spoil heaps and
these are best left for others to find and enjoy.
Keep to the tracks and observe local safety signs. Take every care to keep footpath erosion to a minimum, especially after heavy rain.

This guide was made possible by grants from
Lancs Environmental Fund and Natural England
The Information in this booklet is provided in good faith and at the time of writing,
every attempt was made to ensure accuracy. Because of changing conditions,
however, there can be no guarantee that it will always be so. It remains the
responsibility of every visitor and group leader to secure their own safety and
that of those for whom they are responsible.

Fold out page for Maps...

NOTES
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White Coppice lies on the
Brinscall Fault at the western
edge of the Rossendale Anticline
in an area dominated by
Millstone Grit rocks. The
geological resources of this area
have a long history of use
leading to lead and barite
mining, quarrying, and more
recently the supply of water to
Chorley and Liverpool.
The moorlands attract many visitors
every year: how many of them
wonder why these uplands are
actually here? How were the river
valleys formed? Why is the stone so
good for building and why were the
reservoirs - built between 1849 and
1875 - located here? To find out, we
need to take a journey back to the
time when reptiles and winged
insects were making their first
appearance. This 4 km circular trail
from White Coppice will help to
answer these and other questions.

THE GEOLOGICAL SETTING
The geological story began over 320
million years ago from the time when
the Millstone Grit or Namurian rocks
of the Carboniferous Period were laid
down, to the glacial deposits of the
last Ice Age. There are still peats and
river deposits forming slowly today.
The Millstone Grit rocks are coarse
sandstones that were laid down in large
shallow river floodplains and deltas. They
form thick, almost horizontal layers, slightly
folded to give a dip generally no more than
10o . They are often faulted, with occasional
beds of dark shales containing fossil shells
where swamps and the sea intruded. These
hard sandstones, locally termed the Fletcher
Bank Grits, and the softer shales give rise to
the series of steps and escarpments that rise
across the moors to the plateau capped by
hard grits - the Rough Rock - which is found
throughout the West Pennine Moors.
Shortly after their formation these rocks
were faulted by earthquakes when
mountains to the south were being formed.
This mountain building also resulted in the
deposition of minerals along these fault lines
such as calcite, barytes and limonite, the
rarer galena (lead ore) and witherite.
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Later deposits were undoubtedly laid down
on top of these Carboniferous rocks but were
then removed by weathering and erosion
over the millions of years before the glacial
deposits of the Ice Age were laid down. At
this time vast ice sheets extended
southwards from southern Scotland and the
Lake District to cover much of northern
Britain. The last of these melted away in this
part of Lancashire only 12,000 years ago.
They left behind spreads of till - a mixture of
clay and pebbles - which was deposited
directly from ice sheets forming a thin capping
even on the tops of the moors. As the ice
melted, huge meltwater rivers cut enormous
channels around the edge of the ice which are
now partly occupied by the Rivington
reservoirs. They also deposited masses of
sands and gravel to form a hummocky
landscape often colonized by gorse.
Finally, over the last few thousand years, the
modern rivers re-established themselves - often
following the deep meltwater channels - and
occasionally leaving fans of fine sediment such
as the one now occupied by the cricket pitch at
White Coppice. Vegetation invaded the area
eventually leading to extensive woodland
even high on the hills. Over the past 7000
years, climatic and agricultural changes have
increasingly cleared this until only a scatter
of remnants remain today on the steepest
slopes. At the same time, a thick blanket of
peat has developed on the tops of the moors
which we can see today.
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LOCATION 1 : WHITE COPPICE

View NW Black Coppice quarry across
meltwater channels cut at the former ice margin

LOCATION 2 : BLACK COPPICE QUARRY

SD614 191

SD620 187

Park alongside the rough track leading to
White Coppice cricket field then walk
around the perimeter of the pitch towards
the gate over The Goit which gives access
to Anglezarke Moor. From here turn with
your
back
to
the
moorlands to view the ice-moulded
topography in front of you and to either
side.

Walk south along the track in front of the fault scarp over a small wooden
bridge and up 25m to 30m onto the floor of the old Black Coppice Quarry.
Here examine the fallen blocks of Fletcher Bank Grit on the quarry floor. You
will be able to find examples of cross- bedding where the inclined strata
within the beds of grits show the direction that the water was
flowing as it produced these large river dunes.

At its maximum thickness as it passed
from north to south over the area, the ice eroded the bedrock
into low, rounded hills such as the one beyond the small
reservoir next to the cricket pitch. It also smeared sheets of
till or stony clay over everything in its path.
As it melted down between 18,000 and 12,000 years ago, the
edge of the ice sheet advanced and retreated here against the
escarpment. Meltwater flowed in great torrents from under
the ice and cut huge channels which are now dry apart from
the reservoirs which occupy them. The Goit also runs along
the line of such a channel. During periods of low flow, this
same meltwater dumped masses of sands and gravel, especially between and on the sides of the channels, and this can
often be picked out by the yellow flowers of gorse and broom
which like the free-draining soils which develop on them.
Here the line of the Brinscall Fault is marked by the 50m
high escarpment which forms the edge of the moorland.
The downthrow is 230m to the west which has brought
younger, softer, rocks to the surface here that have been
eroded down much more than than the resistant rocks to
the east. In places this slope is mantled by frost-shattered
blocks of rock and scree which has formed immediately
after the last ice retreated from here while the climate was
still extremely cold.
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Graded bedding is also visible showing how the current velocity dropped
and so deposited ever finer material after a Carboniferous flood event.
The presence of fine layers of shiny, flaky silver mica indicate water flow
direction and if you look carefully you will find bits of fossil plant stems or
fronds on some of the bedding planes. Look up towards the top of the
quarry and you will see how the coarse gritty deposits, change upwards
into finer grained sandstones in thinner beds. These are often picked out
well in the top 2m to 3m by weathering of the rock-head.
Small sheep tracks that lead up out of the quarry can be used with great care to
gain the edge of the moorland above where abandoned gritstone blocks can be
seen, some partly worked into millstones. Exercise extreme care here as loose rock
can still fall from the quarry face or be dislodged from above.
Re-trace your steps to the Goit. Crossing
the concrete bridge, keep to the main
track, level at first, then up the escarpment. Where this path bears left away
from the post and wire fence, go right on to
narrow tracks which lead to the end of the
fence above Dean Brook where there is
another path parallel to the stream.

Weathered head at the top of massive sandstone beds
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LOCATION 3 : DEAN BROOK 1

SD625 189

"Vegetation has eroded off the steep spoil heaps
around bell pits close to the stream"

Follow this narrow path upstream, descending
after 150m to the channel. Here you will be able
to see how this deeply cut feature turns at two
places through 120˚ and back again as it exploits
joints and faults in the rock. The faults have given
rise to zones of shattered rock (brecciation) which
the stream has removed as it eroded it's channel.

At the second turn, the line of the fault is marked
parallel to the channel by two spoil heaps - one grassy the other
very eroded where lead deposited along the fault has been
mined. As you ascend the path again you will pass on your
right shallow depressions 2m to 3m across, the remains of other
bell-pits where lead was mined.
Continuing with care along the narrow path you eventually
reach the confluence of a small but prominent tributary joining
from south-east.

Grassy trough to the right of the rocks which marks the position of the fault

LOCATION 4 : DEAN BROOK 2

SD628 190
20m beyond this point on the south side of the main stream is a blocked off
mine entrance (adit). On the steep slope to the right of this is a shallow
inclined trough 3m to 4m wide. This marks the position of the fault where
the associated breccia has been differentially eroded away. Other evidence
of faulting are the slickensides on the rocks immediately to the left of the
adit and the deposits of the iron mineral limonite deposited by water draining
out of the mine.
Continuing upstream, follow the track for 200m round a sharp right hand
bend to a point where the valley shows a definite widening.
Fault planes controlling stream alignment
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LOCATION 5 : DEAN BROOK 3

LOCATION 6 : DRINKWATERS FARM

SD629 190

SD634 190

The most obvious feature here is a steep river cliff that
used to be undercut by the stream until this was relocated
along the line of the footpath during a storm in July
2002. This section starts at the western end with an
exposure of shales. They are very fine-grained black
sediments with occasional marine bivalve shells which
were deposited in deep water indicating influxes of
the sea into this area during the Namurian.

This point is directly below the
ruins of Drinkwaters Farm and at
the bottom of a series of well
exposed
bell-pits
along
a
NE-trending mineral vein. This
area was mined on a small scale in
the late seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries under licence
from the Standish family of
Duxbury, Chorley. Such small scale
mining occurred here and
elsewhere in the Anglezarke area
throughout the 18th. century and
was probably at its most
productive to the south-west of
here in Lead Mines Clough between
1781 and 1787 with 73 tons of lead
ore being produced here in the last
two years of operation.

Above these shales is a number of interbedded layers
of sandstone, siltstone, shales and ironstone layers
(sandstone layers heavily cemented with iron minerals)
making up the next 8m to 10m of the exposure which
mark the transition into the overlying Helmshore Grits.
The next 2m to 3m of the exposure is sticky clay-rich
glacial till full of pebbles from the Lake District and
Southern Uplands known as erratics. These were carried
southwards by the Devensian ice and capped by
80 to 90cm of reddened meltwater deposits. The
succession is capped by a layer of peat.
Further evidence of the storm lies in the massive
deposition across the valley floor and the slips of
sandstone blocks from the top of the cliff.
Continuing upstream, the valley narrows again
by a group of large fallen blocks in the stream
bed. Some of these yield excellent examples of
fossil plant remains, especially stems and branches whose patterned surfaces are picked out by
black carbonaceous material.

Alternating layers of shale & sandstones
with glacial till at the top

The line of bell pit lead mines following a fault below
Drinkwaters Farm

If you examine the tipped material forming the ramparts around the filled-in
shafts you might find some small but good specimens of witherite - but take care
only to look in the loose material. Work your way up the slope to the public right
of way from Great Hill to Brinscall and White Coppice. Descend by this for 1km,
taking the left hand fork by the signpost until the fenced-off top of the White
Coppice Quarry is reached.

From here continue along the path by the
stream for a further 400m.
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LOCATION 7 : WHITE COPPICE QUARRY

SD522 189

The soft scree (centre) marks brecciation along
main fault plane; polished rock surfaces
(lower right) show prominent slickensides

At this point there is an excellent
view of the glacially-moulded landscape below and, in clear weather,
the hills of N. Wales and the Lake
District. Low hills separate a system
of meltwater channels marked by
the reservoirs impounded within
them. The biggest of these lies at the
foot of the escarpment and carried
meltwater from here into the
Manchester embayment and into
the Yorkshire Calder.

Continue down the steep track and turning left by the bridge
over the Goit, climb the grassy path up to the quarry floor.
Viewing the quarry face, to the left the mineralised fault
plane is clearly visible where specimens of barite (barytes),
calcite, cerrusite and limonite have been found. Much of this
plane is composed of finely ground fault brecccia, now
weathered and termed fault "gouge". To the right (east), large
scale tabular cross-bedding is visible in the solid rock face
and on a sharp corner a prominent fossil stem imprint can be
seen on the underside of an overhanging block.
The coarse pebbly nature of the Fletcher Bank Grit is well
exposed here with 1cm to 2cm sized pebbles being seen in
the quarry face and in many of the fallen blocks, giving them
a conglomeritic appearance. Near the fault plane and to the
right on the path out of the quarry up Dean Brook, many
slickensides can be seen.

More About GeoLancashire...
Just as biological heritage sites are protected for the nation, so
the importance of certain geological sites and landforms is
recognised by their designation as either Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSls) or Local Geodiversity Sites.
GeoLancashire was set up in 1991 to identify, survey, record and promote public
appreciation of the county’s geology and scenery through such designations.
Working closely with Lancashire County Council, The Environment Agency,
Lancashire Wildlife Trust and Natural England, its activities are co-ordinated
with those of other geoconservation groups through a national steering
body, GeoConservation UK.
Over 700 sites have been investigated in the county and are recorded on a
computerised database. Of these, approximately 100 have been designated
as LGS. LGS are designated where the geology and/or landforms are
regarded as valuable in terms of:
1. fieldwork in schools, universities and adult education;
2. scientific study by both professional and amateur geologists;
3. the history of earth sciences.
The second element of all geoconservation activity is to promote an
appreciation, understanding and respect for this aspect of our heritage.
Such educational work may take many forms - not all of it in the field.
Simply identifying the location of the more robust and accessible sites
and providing information in the form of leaflets, interpretation boards
or occasionally through geological trails accounts for a great deal of such
work. If you would like to know more about our work or make a contribution
to it, GeoLancashire may be contacted on 01254 830655.

Re-trace your steps out of the quarry and return to White Coppice.
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GLOSSARY
Adit

A low horizontal tunnel giving access to a mine.

Anticline

An upfold of rock.

Barites/Barite

One of the barium based minerals found in association
locally with lead.

Bedding plane

The boundary between two beds of rock.

Bell-pits

A shallow vertical mine shaft leading to a small underground
chamber. They can be recognised today by the degraded bank of 		
spoil surrounding the former shaft.

Devensian

The last major glaciation in Britain which resulted in ice cover over
northern England from about 20,000 years BP (before present) to 		
15,000BP.

Downthrow

The relative downward movement of rock beds at a fault.

Escarpment

An exceptionally steep slope often reflecting the
hardness of the underlying rock.

Fan

A gently sloping fan of sediment laid down by a stream where it 		
moves from steep ground to a less-steeply inclined surface.

Gritstone

A sedimentary rock made of very coarse sand and small pebbles 		
cemented together.

Ice-moulded

A term to describe the low rounded landforms or over-steepened 		
slopes produced by the passage of overlying ice.

Limonite

A Yellow/brown oxide of iron. Also known as bog iron-ore.

Meltwater

Water, often in fast-flowing streams, around the edges of ice-sheets
produced by ice and seasonal snow melt.

Mica

A shiny black or white platy silicate mineral. It occurs as shiny 		
flakes in granites and sandstones derived from them.

Millstone Grit

Gritstone of Namurian age (middle Carboniferous). Widely used as
a building stone and formerly to make millstones.

Shale

A fine grained, dark grey laminated deposit of clayrock.

Slickensides

Polished and scratched surfaces produced by rocks moving over 		
one another in a fault zone.

Till

Typically a mixture of coarse stones set into a matrix of clay 		
deposited beneath an ice sheet or glacier.

Witherite

A streaky off-white form of barium found in association with the 		
lead veins.
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